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department. It took them half a year to even obtain any noticeable results!”

“Who do you think you are? Claiming that you’ll manage to develop ten cosmetic products in just one week?”

“You’re just dreaming!” George mocked.

If someone who was not even in the field was able to develop new cosmetics in just a week, then what would be the purpose of

the research and development department?!

“Leon, I know you’re acting with the company’s interests in mind, but this isn’t something within your capabilities. What are you

trying to cause a scene for?!” Iris glared at Leon unhappily.

She remembered very well how Leon told her himself that he was not that confident in this the night before.

Yet, at that moment, Leon guaranteed that he would be able to develop ten new products in just a week.

There was no way she could believe Leon!

“Miss Young, I’m not trying to cause a scene. I’m speaking the truth! I have the confidence that I can do it!” Leon said seriously.

He did not seem that confident in front of Iris the night before simply because he wanted to be more humble.

However, the situation was different at that moment. He had no way to back down from the pressure George put on him!

Ashwin’s mind worked quickly as he slammed the table and stood up, saying with a cold smile, “Mister Wolf, since you’re so

confident, are you willing to give us your guarantee?!”

“That’s right, just speaking is pointless!”

“Mister Wolf, Mister Proctor already gave us his guarantee just now. If you can’t even do that, then stop with the nonsense!”

—

The executives of the company all turned to look at Leon.

“Of course, I wouldn’t be afraid of doing that! If I can’t accomplish it, I’m willing to give up my position!” Leon said, unafraid.

“Alright, you said it yourself! If you can’t develop ten different products in a week, you’ll leave the company immediately. You’ll get

lost with nothing!” Ashwin had a sharp glint in his eye.s

He did not think that Leon had the capabilities to do something so difficult. Since Leon was looking to die, then he would grant

Leon Leon’s wish!

“No problem! However, what if I manage to do it?” Leon said calmly.

George let out a laugh when he heard that, saying, “If you can do it, I’m willing to give up my position as the head of R–and–D!”

“I don’t want that position!” Leon laughed.

Even though he was just a secretary within the company who was not that high up on the totem pole, Iris gave him a lot of

power. He was in no way inferior to a department head.

Furthermore, she got to work next to a beauty like Ariel every day. Just working with Ariel gave him a lot to be happy about, he

was able to enjoy himself whenever he wanted.

Why would he want George’s position?!

He would have refused it even if it was given for free!

“Then what do you want?” Ashwin’s expression sank.

“That’s simple! If I can do it, then I want Mister Mercer and Mister Proctor to sincerely apologize to me what doubting me today!

You have to do it in front of all the executives of the company as well. That’d be more sincere!” Leon looked right at Ashwin as he

gave his terms.

“You…” Ashwin’s expression changed.

He was the second–highest figure in the company and was incredibly proud. If he apologized to a mere secretary like Leon, then

he would probably be the subject of many jokes within the company in the future!

However, he thought about it. Leon would not complete the task anyway, so he had nothing to worry about!
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